I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D D E F I N I T I O N
The study of the stability of the solutions of optimization problems is a central theme in the optimization literature. It has implication in model formulation, optimality characterizations, approximation theory (especially for infinite dimensional problems), and in particular for numerical procedures. Most of the stability results are topological in nature, i.e., it is shown that under the appropriate conditions the minimum value function, or the set of optimal solutions, possess some type of (semi)continuity. Although there are a few results of a quantitative nature, they are mostly limited to very specific transformations (perturbations) of a restricted class of problems. One of the reasons that no "global" results have been derived, is that there did not seem to exist a good metric, i.e., one with the appropriate theoretical properties and reasonably easy to compute, that could be used to measure the distance between two optimization problems.
In this paper, we study the epi-distance, and show that it has many desirable properties. We then use it, in two subsequent papers [7] , [8] , to derive holderian and lipschitzian properties for the optimal, and €-optimal solutions of optimization problems. The frarnework that serves as background to our study is that of variational systems as defined in Rockafellar and Wets 1151, the stress being put on the global dependence of optimization problems on parameters that could affect the data that determines the objective as well as the constraints, even the structure of the problem itself.
Although optimization problems, in particular in infinite dimensional spaces, have been our major motivation, one should point out that the results obtained for the epidistance have also many implications in the convergence theory for operators. This theme is not developed in this paper, but the reader could get an idea of the possibilities from the observations made in Section 2, and in particular from the obvious consequences of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3. Also, the results that we derive here for a functional framework have their immediate counterparts for sets, by specializing them to indicator functions.
U'e illustrate this in just one case. In Section 3, we reformulate Theorem 3.7 in terms of sets. Of course, similar type of corollaries could be worked out for most other theorems and propositions.
After the definition of the epi-distance in Section 1, Section 2 provides a useful criterion for the calculation of the epi-distance in many practical situations. Section 3 makes a comparison between the epi-distance and other notions of distance based on epigraphical regularization (obtained with kernels of the type ( p~) -' l ( . J1P ). Section 4 consists of a few basic observations about the topology induced by the epi-distance, and Section 5 collects some further properties of the epi-distance.
To begin with, let us review some notations and definitions. Unless specifically mentioned otherwise, we always denote by (XI 11 1)) a normed linear space and by d the distance function generated by the norm. For any subset C of X , denotes the distance from z to C; if C = 0 we set d(z, C) = w. For any p 2 0, p B denotes the ball of radius p and for any set C, One could trace this definition t o the one used by Walkup and Wets [19] t o measure the distance between convex cones, or t h a t suggested by Mosco 1131 t o measure the distance between convex sets. But neither one of those earlier papers studies the properties of the epi-distance, or mentions its potential as a tool t o obtain quantitative stability (convergence rates). Rather than defining the epi-distance as done here, one could have considered the
Hausdorff distance between the intersection of both epi f and epi g with the p-ball, as done in Salinetti and Wets [16] . In general, this distance does not fill our needs, because it does not induce epi-convergence. However in the convex case it would not matter, since it induces the same uniform structure as the epi-distance as we show next. We begin with a couple of preliminary results.
LEMMA 1.3
Let X be a normed linear space and C a closed convet set such that CPo # 0. Then for a n y p > po, and 9 2 0 which implies that the m a p 9 I-+ haus ( C p + 9 , Cp) is lipschitzian on R + . Given any (2, CL) E (epi f),, i.e., llz ll < P, I CL 
There remains only t o observe t h a t if g(5) 2 p , then Ip -J(z)l = j ( z ) -p _< q(pl), and
On the other hand, if p 2 g ( i ) , then 6, p ) E epi g and consequently
the best constant r l (~) for which the condition (2.2) holds. This condition had been introduced by Kenmochi [l:I.], see also Attouch and Damlamian 141, to study the existence of strong solutions for evolution problems of the following type:
The time dependence of j with respect to t, in our terminology, can now be expressed as an absolute continuity property of the map t -j(t). It can be formulated as follows:
TI; H) and a , an increasing function, such that:
V z~d o m j ( s ; ) , 3 z '~d o m j ( t ; ) s u c h that
Thus, V z E dom j(s, . ) with (1 z 11 5 p, I j(sI .) I I p we have the existence of some
, we see that condition (2.2) is satisfied. Now fixing the parameter p in the kernel k once and for all, we can define the following distance between two functions f and g
Assuming that f and g are proper, this quantity is well defined since both fx and g r are then bounded on bounded sets. These distance functions induce epi-convergence, and in LEMMA 3.2 Let f f oo be a n eztended real valued function defined on (X, II.(I) such that for some a. 2 0, a n d a l E R, f + aoll.IIP + a l 2 0, for given p > 1. Then for any 0 < A < (sop)-l2l -P , is locally lipschitz, i.e., where the lipschitz constant n depends continuously on 11~11, 112 -yll, ao, A and p; it depends on / only through the value it takes on at some point at which it is finite.
PROOF W e have already established t h a t under these assumptions /A is finite valued.
T o simplify t h e calculations, let us first suppose t h a t /(O) = 0. Now from the definition of /A, it follows t h a t for all z E X , and E > 0 , there exists u i such t h a t 
We now use the estimate we have for llz -yill and let 6 go t o zero. This yields
where is a "constant" t h a t depends only on 11~11, Ily -zll, ao, p, A. Interchanging the roles of z and y in the above, we obtain a similar inequality with a constant ny. Setting n = max In,, n y ] yields the desired inequality.
If f(0) # 0 , let zo be such t h a t f(zo) E R. Then f(. + zo) -f(zo) is a function that takes on the value 0 a t z = 0, and moreover, cf. Lemma 3.1, From our earlier argument and this last identity, it follows t h a t where in the definition of K , the term Ilz(lP is replaced by ) ( z -zollP and similarly in rcy and a l is replaced by a l -f(zo).
LEMMA 3.3
Let X be a normed linear space, f and g two eztended real valued, proper functions defined on X such that for some cro 2 0 and a l E R , f + aoll.IIP + 2 0 , 9 + aoll.lIP + a l 2 0 .
Then for 1 5 p < cm, and any 0 < X < (aop)-'2'-P, a n d p _> max [fA(0), gA(0)], where the constant 7, that depends on p, is defined by (3.3).
PROOF There is nothing t o prove if haw7( f , g) = cm, so let us assume t h a t h a w 7 ( f , g) is finite; note also t h a t f, g proper implies t h a t epi f and epi g are nonempty, and t h a t Since where epi, h :
is the strict epigraph of h, it suffices t o prove that 7 can be chosen so that Indeed, the last three identities would imply or still, for all c > 0, for all 9 > haus,( f , g),
The asserted inequality (3.1), now follows from the fact that fA is locally lipschitz (Lemma 3.2), and that j and g have symmetric roles.
We turn t o (3.2). Let (z, a ) E (epi, !A),,. By definition of fA, there exists u, E X such that
Moreover, since where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.3, and the constant 7 is that calculated in the proof of that lemma with pl replacing p in formula (3.3).
The arguments that we have used in the proof can be viewed as geometric in nature, we give another proof that is of analytic type. It yields a more direct calculation of the lipschitz constant, but does not explicitly bring to the fore the properties of regularized functions (Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2), and the useful inequality of Lemma 3.3.
SECOND PROOF Again, we only need to consider the case when f and g are proper.
Pick z E X, 0 < A < (aop)-'2' -P , and let us calculate an upper bound for fA(z) -gA(z).
For 0 < c 1, let u, be such that i.e., u, attains, up to c , the infimum in the definition of gx. Then Let us begin by deriving an estimate for Ilu,ll. From the assumed minorization of g, it follows t,hat (we denote a : = max { a o , a l ) )
where uo is some arbitrary point in dom g. Hence This means t h a t IIu,II is bounded above by a constant t h a t depends on p, IIuoll, g(uO), a , and A. We are interested in the dependence on X and p, and write
Next, we calculate a n estimate for g(u,). We have
Also Hence
With r(A, P) : = s u~( r l ( A , P), rZ(A, P)], we have that (u,, !?(u,)) E B x x ~( 0 , P)).
By Theorem 2.1, more precisely by the Kennochi conditions (2.1), we know t h a t there ex- This completes the proof, since z is an arbitrary point in pB.
Our next task is to derive an appropriate bound for haus, in terms of dA,,. Again we start with some preparatory lemmas that are of independent interest.
LEMMA 3.5 
Let X be a n o r m e d linear space. Suppose f and g are proper, eztended real valued functions defined o n X . T h e n for all

L e t X be a n o r m e d linear space, a n d f a proper eztended real v a l u e d / u n cl i o n defined o n X , rninorized by -aoll.IJP -al for s o m e p > 1, a. 2 0 a n d al E R.
T h e n , /or a n y 0 < X < (sop)-'2' -P a n d p >_ T h e n for 0 < A < (sop)-l 2 l -P a n d
there ezist c o n s t a n t s /3#, 7, n, that depend o n X and p, such that where for fized p, n c a n be m a d e arbitrarily small by letting X go t o 0 .
THE EPI-DISTANCE TOPOLOGY
We limit ourselves to a few basic facts about the topology induced by the pseudodistances {haus,,, p > 0) on the space of extended real functions. Our major concern is its relationship with the topology of epi-convergence. We know that epi-convergence provides the natural conditions, minimal in some sense, under which one can guarantee the conver- 
Let us begin by observing that the epi-distance topology does only depend on the topology of the underlying space X , not on the specific metric that generates this topology.
To be convinced of this, it suffices to return to Section I , in particular the Definition 1.1, and observe that the excess of a set C p on a set D calculated with a specific norm can al- In the Hilbert case, we know of one more collection of pseudo-distances However, usually one is in the situation covered by the next theorem. We note t h a t the distances dA, and dft, have been defined here in terms of epigraphical regularizations obtained by taking the epigraphical sum with a polynomial kernel, one can reasonably conjecture that distances defined by epigraphical regularization with respect t o a much wider class of kernels are going to be equivalent t o the epidistance. A complete description would be useful; it is still an open question.
By relying on the relation between d
) and df p ( r , g') derived in 16, Theorem 51, t h e next result is obtained as a n immediate consequence of Theorem 3.9. Let us compute (n,, = j t -11-112 for p > 0 and prove that in case i) or ii) the following
2~
equality holds which will clearly imply the assertion. We first observe that given any extended real valued function g on X I X being only assumed t o be a normed linear space, the epigraphical regularizations of g for various indices are connected by the so-called resolvent equation [ I ] , see ( 5 , ( 2 . 5 ) ) for a proof t h a t also applies here,
We apply this with g = j,, and pass to the limit as n goes t o oo. Noticing t h a t for some po 2 0 independent of n , as follows from the uniform convergence of ( / , ) A t o fA on any bounded ball in X , we have that The only thing we need to prove in order to complete the proof is that
Observing that fA increases t o f as X 1 0, we are in the following situation:
Given fn f does This is clearly verified in situations (i) and (ii). In case (ii) just note that the sequence { fn; n E N) Mosco-epi-converges t o f and that the set of minimizers of the above expressions is clearly bounded and thus relatively weakly compact.
FURTHER PROPERTLES
We complete our study with two propositions. The first one that follows from the results of AzC and Penot (91, and the second that relies on the interplay between h a w p and dAIp, are here to serve as examples of the tools that are available for calculating the epi-distance. Because of its properties, in particular the characterization provided by the Kenmochi conditions (2.1), the epi-distance is relatively easy to calculate or to estimate in most applications. On the other hand, the distances dl,, and df,, based on epigraphical regularization are better suited for theoretical investigations; for example, one can demonstrate that the Legendre-Fenchel transform is an isometry for those distances [ 5 ) . One of the major consequences of Theorems 3.4, 3.7 and 3.9, is that they give us the flexibility to use either one in our calculation. The proof of our next result illustrates this point.
